
The following is the Board Chair’s summary from the minutes provided below followed by a summary of each topic 
and staff’s assessment on how the applicant addressed each topic.  

DISCUSSION TOPIC RESPONSE TO PLANNING BOARD CONCEPT PLAN COMMENT 
Desire to see more 
diversity of housing and 
incomes  

In response to this comment, the applicant created different types of units, including detached 
independent living homes (referred to as cottages) similar to those at the Academy on University Hill. In 
particular, there are seven such homes proposed along 4th Street that creates a compatible interface 
between the single family on the east side of 4th Street, as shown in Figure 30, addressing other Concept 
Plan review comments.  In addition, there is a range of attached apartment unit sizes planned from 1,120 
square feet to well over that size of up to 2,800 square feet.   

While not a part of the review of these applications, staff notes that the applicant is required to meet the 
Inclusionary Housing standard that 25 percent of any units with kitchens be provided as permanently 
affordable at the time of Building Permit. Inclusionary Housing may be satisfied by providing the affordable 
units on-site, off-site, by contributing cash in lieu of units or providing land for affordable housing 
development. Under state law, the city cannot require developments with rental units to meet the 
Inclusionary requirements on the site.  

The applicant has indicated they intend to satisfy the inclusionary requirement with affordable units off-site 
at 1665 33rd Street. A Concept Plan for the proposed off-site location was reviewed by Planning Board on 
March 15th and by City Council on May 15th. It includes a proposal for 100 permanently affordable 
congregate care units, some of which would be provided to meet the inclusionary requirement on 311 
Mapleton. 311 Mapleton may not be approved or may choose to provide cash-in-lieu instead of off-site 
units, which they can do up until the time of residential building permit submittal. In either case, the 
development at 1665 33rd would need to adjust; they could keep the project 100 percent affordable and 
replace the funds that would have been provided by 311 Mapleton or they may choose to make some 
units market rate. It is also possible that the 1665 33rd project would not move forward if this application 
does not move forward.  

Attachment A:  RESPONSE TO CONCEPT PLAN COMMENTS FROM PLANNING BOARD 
 

“B. Bowen gave a summary of the Board’s recommendations.  Since this is a Concept Review, no action is required on behalf of the 
Planning Board.  Overall, the Board expressed support for the proposed use given the site’s history and context, but expressed a 
desire to see more diversity of housing and incomes by perhaps obtaining a partner institutionally, more permeability to make it 
desirable to the public, more of a “village” as opposed to a “campus” feel, better connectivity and improving access to Open Space, 
and less emphasis on surface parking. The Board also expressed an interest in keeping with the historical context in terms of 
massing and materials.  Having a strong design focus on the public realm was encouraged.  In addition, there was an interest on 
behalf of the Board to continue the street grid and to having buildings that front along 4th Street in the historic pattern.  A strong 
interest was encouraged in a TDM plan. There was a willingness to consider height modifications.  The Board also expressed strong 
support adding community service uses such as a new therapy pool and potentially other amenities such as a coffee shop and/or 
restaurant. Environmental sustainability with the buildings should be considered and analyzed.”   

Figure A:  Detached Independent Living “R” Units along 4th Street 

Attachment N - Concept Plan Review

Item 5B - 311 Mapleton 



Connectivity from site to 
Trailhead Subdivision and 
greater permeability. 
 

The applicant designed internal roadways on the site in a grid pattern to create more of a 
“village” context rather than a “campus” context. Staff evaluated the potential for roadway 
connectivity to the Trailhead Neighborhood to the north.  At the time of Concept Plan review, the 
grade difference and the challenges associated with an access to Trailhead were not fully 
understood or explored. As shown in Fig.___, there is an approximately 16-to 18-foot drop from 
the edge of the 311 Mapleton property to the base of the slope on the Trailhead Neighborhood 
property.  The placement of a roadway onto the site in this location would not only not connect to 
an alley, but it would also create the necessity of retaining walls in excess of 15 feet.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pedestrian access was also explored to connect to the Trailhead Neighborhood and while a 
staircase could be placed in this location, it would also require an accessible route with an eight 
percent slope that would necessitate significant grading and several traverses on the existing, 
vegetated slope.  Staff finds that the access along 4th Street in this location that connects the 
two sites is appropriate rather than necessitating substantial grading to connect the two sites 
when such a connection would likely not be used significantly. If in the future, the surgery center 
site redevelops, connectivity to the existing alley on the Trailhead Subdivision would be a less 
impactful connection.  
 
In terms of connections to Sanitas Valley trails, the applicant is proposing to retain the existing 
access point to the Dakota Ridge Trail located at the northeast corner of the site and allow 
members of the public to access the trail through the neighborhood.  The trail that traverses 
through the northwest corner will be retained through a public trail easement.  As shown in 
Figure 32, the access to the Dakota Ridge Trail from the site is one of several nearby including 
at Valley View Drive and Dakota Place as well as at the staging area for the Sanitas Valley 
Trails, west of the site off Sunshine Canyon Road, all essentially equidistant from Maxwell 
Avenue.   
 
In discussions with several neighbors, there was a request for Open Space and Mountain Parks 
to provide an official OSMP parking lot adjacent to the Dakota Ridge Trail access point.  In this 
location, trail users have informally used the existing parking lot for a number of years to access 
the trail.  At the Open Space Board of Trustees meeting of Feb. 14, 2018 the OSBT indicated no 
interest in purchasing that area of the property for Open Space purposes.  In addition, no public 
access easement through the site, or provision of open space parking, is required for the 
following findings: 

Figure A:   
Topographic Constraints on North Side of Site 
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• The proposed congregate care use is planned on a single property and inherent in that
use is a desire for a relative sense of security in a campus-like manner not unlike
Boulder Community Hospital at Foothills or the CU Campus.

• For the intended senior residents, the operators of the congregate care use would have
the ability oversee who comes and goes thorough the planned, relatively quiet private
property.

• There are a large number of existing public access points for the Sanitas Valley Trail
system and from a needs analysis, the area is well served by access points.

• There is on-street parking
available and in close
proximity to the various trails.
The perceived need for
continued access to this
portion of the Dakota Ridge
Trail and the use of the on-
site parking was created by
trail users and not the future
residents that this use is
intended to serve. What is
being proposed is similar to
today’s access with generally
an open campus but without
public access rights.

Through this review process, staff became aware of several key issues that must be 
addressed as a part of the Open Space Master Plan update process  
related to increased demand for trail use, both locally and regionally.   

The use of the site for cars 
should be de-emphasized 
and emphasis should be 
placed on the public 
realm. 

Planning Board indicated that too much area was being devoted to surface parking and that 
underground parking should be considered. In response to the Planning Board comments 
related to use of the site for cars, the applicant proposed that the vast majority of the parking on 
the site be below grade.  Similarly, the area facing the community that formerly had been 
surface parking lots along both 4th Street and Mapleton, (see Figure 33 below) has been 
redesigned to have a streetface of “well designed buildings and landscaping not parking “as is 
consistent with BVCP policy 2.41(c), refer to Key Issue 3 for further discussion. 

Figure B:   
Trail Access Distances from Center Point on 4th Street 
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The board expressed an 
interest in keeping with the 
historical context in terms 
of massing and materials.   
 

 
The historical context of the 15.77 acre site includes the large institutional hospital building with 
a number of smaller buildings surrounded by broad areas of surface parking lots. The addition 
of the large parking lots on the site was the development typology of the time particularly during 
the 1960s in which, like large shopping malls of the era, generous surface parking lots were 
created for auto-oriented development that would surround the large campus complex.   
 
The applicant is proposing the largest of the buildings (Building A) in the historic location of the 
large hospital building. However, instead of creating one large building mass, the applicant has 
divided the building into smaller, interconnected buildings to reduce the overall mass and scale.  
As can be seen in a comparison, Figure 34, of the existing building elevation to the proposed 
Building A, when viewed in the south (or Mapleton Avenue) elevation the overall mass and 
scale of Building A is smaller than the existing.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Existing 
Parking lot 

Figure C:  Existing Surface Parking Lot Adjacent to 4th Street and Proposed Residential in Place of 
Parking Lot 

Figure D:   
Comparison of the South Elevations:  Existing Hospital Building and Proposed Building A 
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Given the surrounding residential context, the applicant is 
illustrating most of the residential buildings with roofline 
variation especially pitched roofs so that the buildings would 
authentically read as residential buildings.   As can be seen 
below in Figure 35 a comparison of the architectural south 

elevation of the existing hospital compared to the south elevation of the new Building A (the 
largest of the buildings) along with foreground pool building the existing hospital building has an 
institutional appearance, whereas, Building A is designed with a residential style, massing and 
materials.  This if further discussed under Key Issue 2. 

Regarding materials, the applicant plan documents and material sample boards  
demonstrate the use of durable and authentic materials such as brick and stone, along with lap-
siding, shingles, and residential building detailing such as windowsills, metal accents, trim, and 
decorative stepped fascia. The applicant indicated that the palette was derived from the existing 
hospital building as well as the surrounding residential neighborhoods. 

Buildings that address 4th 
Street  

Along 4th Street, between the existing church and the existing surgery center and at interface 
with the existing single family residential area, the applicant is proposing seven detached 
independent living homes. The intent is to not only provide other types of independent living 
configurations but to address the street in a manner that is in keeping with the character of the 
existing residential buildings.  This patterning can best be seen in the Figure Ground Map in 
Figure 37.  As can be seen, the footprint of the buildings on the land is in keeping with the 
existing context.  The two-story units planned are also in keeping with the one and two-story 
units in the context across 4th Street. This is further described above under the Site Review 
criteria in Attachment ___. 

Figure F: 
Figure Ground Map of Proposed Independent Living “R”  Units 

in Context (proposed in location of existing parking lot) 

Figure E:   
Examples of Planned Durable Materials Consistent with Context 
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There was a willingness to 
consider height 
modifications  
 

The applicant is proposing a height modification to Building ‘A’ per Ordinance 8028.  Under that 
code section, a height modification may be considered only through a Site Review process in 
specific areas of the city or “because of topography of the site.” While there are no specifics in 
that code section on the topographic consideration, the applicant has indicated that given the 
topographic change from the west side to the east side of Building A, there is a challenge to 
attaining the three story height.  The applicant has stepped the building down and has 
illustrated Building ‘A’ with pitched rooflines to add interest and a residential character to the 
building and help meet other site review criteria related to building design. While the roof pitch 
adds additional height in punctuated locations on the building, staff (and as recommended by 
DAB) finds that the resulting design is attractive and more in keeping with the residential 

character of the surrounding context. The building design could have been a flat roof, but the 
resulting appearance would have been more institutional and less residential as shown in 
Figure 38, a cross-section through the site in the ‘A’ building bays. 
 

 

Former  
Nurses 
Dormitory 
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